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Directed and Edited by

BRAD CRAWFORD

Written by
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Produced by
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SHORT SYNOPSIS
100 YEN is a historical documentary about the evolution of
arcades and the culture surrounding it - from the birth of
arcades to the game centers that still thrive today. With a
predominant focus on the three major arcade genres,
Shooting games, Fighting games and Rhythm games, 100
Yen explores the culture and evolution of arcades through the
past and present. centers that still thrive today.

LONG SYNOPSIS
IMAGINE a world where video games reign supreme. Five
story buildings filled with arcade cabinets, old and new,
inundate the streets of downtown Tokyo. Welcome to Japan. A
place where the arcades of the 80s and 90s not only still exist,
but thrive and have evolved into an elaborate, unmatchable
gaming experience.
100 Yen is a historical documentary about the evolution of
arcades and the culture surrounding it - from the birth of
arcades to the game centers that still thrive today. With a
predominant focus on the three major arcade genres, Shooting
games, Fighting games and Rhythm games, 100 Yen explores
the culture and evolution of arcades through the past and
present. All filmed on location in Japan, Canada, and the USA
featuring interviews with industry professionals, game
programmers and designers, casual gamers and gaming icons.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
Growing up in North America in the late 80's, I saw the rise
and fall of Arcade Gaming. Having experienced first hand
the atmosphere and excitement that comes from public
gaming in these unique locations, I was thrilled to find that
they were still very much alive and well when I moved to
Japan.
Not only were Arcades abundant throughout the country, but
they had evolved to something much more than a few
cabinets hap-hazardly strewn among a strip-mall. The
Arcades of Japan represent the evolution of public gaming
and of a sub-culture that is currently reemerging around the
world.
The goal of this film is to share the experience of entering
these futuristic gaming establishments while educating the
general public on how they have evolved into their current
form.
With these goals in mind we have found some of the most
influential faces in Arcade gaming both from Japan and
around the world. Speaking with professional gamers, game
developers, arcade owners and journalists we have a well
rounded look at the history and evolution of gaming in
Japan.
The film maintains a fast-pace and is filled with content from
various areas of this diverse sub-culture, by the end of this
75 min. experience I hope that childhood memories are reignited and new fans are created. My hope is to spread the
idea of arcade gaming worldwide and help increase its reach
and growth in an entertaining and visually stimulating
fashion.
- Brad Crawford
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LOCATIONS

ARCADES

ARCADES CONT

HEY! (Arcade by Taito)
Akihabara, Tokyo, Japan

A-Cho
Kyoto, Japan

Club SEGA(s)
Akihabara, Tokyo, Japan
Shibuya, Tokyo, Japan
Ikebukuro, Tokyo, Japan

Various Arcades
Nagoya, Japan

Taito Station(s)
Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan
Shibuya, Tokyo, Japan
Takadanobaba, Tokyo,
Japan
Namba, Osaka, Japan
Tenjin, Fukuoka, Japan
Warehouse
Kawasaki, Japan
Adores
Ikebukuro, Tokyo, Japan
Shibuya, Tokyo, Japan
Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan
Leisureland
Odaiba, Tokyo, Japan
Akihabara, Tokyo, Japan
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Insert Coin(s):
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
Gemini Arcade Palace:
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS
SEGA headquarters
Tokyo, Japan
Osaka Electro
Communication University
EVO Gaming Tournament
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
Canada Cup Gaming
Tournament
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
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PRESS COVERAGE
Slash Film: http://www.slashfilm.com/100-yen-japanese-arcadeexperience-trailer/
Wired: http://wired.jp/2012/04/20/100-yen-documentary/
Ars Technica: http://arstechnica.com/gaming/2012/04/what-everhappened-to-the-american-arcade/
Kotaku: http://kotaku.com/5895135/insert-100-yen-and-watch-thistrailer
Eurogamer: http://www.eurogamer.net/articles/2012-03-19-new-film100-yen-explores-arcade-gaming-in-japan
The Verge: http://www.theverge.com/2012/3/19/2886395/100-yendocumentary-japanese-arcade
Escapist Magazine:
http://www.escapistmagazine.com/news/view/116406Documentarians-Raise-Money-To-Fund-Japanese-Arcade-Film
Destructoid: http://www.destructoid.com/you-are-going-to-want-tosee-arcade-documentary-100-yen-224212.phtml
Gizmodo: http://www.gizmodo.fr/2012/03/20/100-yen-the-japanesearcade-experience.html
Kill Screen Daily: http://killscreendaily.com/headlines/pause-newvideogame-documentary-explores-strange-wild-world-japanesearcades/
The Awesomer: http://theawesomer.com/100-yen-trailer/159549/
Laughing Squid: http://laughingsquid.com/100-yen-the-japanesearcade-experience/
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Shoryuken: http://shoryuken.com/2012/03/19/100-yen-the-japanesearcade-experience-trailer-and-fundraiser/
The Movie Blog: http://themovieblog.com/2012/100-yen-the-japanesearcade-experience-documentary/
Japanator: http://www.japanator.com/a-documentary-that-s-worthway-more-then-100-yen--22543.phtml
Architizer: http://www.architizer.com/en_us/blog/dyn/40588/videohigher-and-higher-into-the-japanese-arcade/
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FAQ
What drew you to arcade culture?
Having grown up in the 80's it was part of my childhood; I have fond memories of
shopping malls and convenience stores that had cabinets strewn haphazardly
within. Arcades represented a brief reprieve for your parents at the cost of a few
quarters and having seen arcades disappear to be replaced by console gaming,
there's definitely a nostalgic factor to public, social gaming that is lacking with
today’s game at home by yourself culture. So when I arrived in Japan and
realized that arcades are still a huge part of everyday life I was very excited to
check them out. What I saw there was not the arcades of my childhood but a
futuristic gaming paradise. You could see the roots of arcade gaming but using
today's technology. I was instantly hooked and spent altogether too much
time/money checking out different arcades across Japan. In answer to the
question, arcade culture is social in nature and that is absolutely what drew me to
it, the desire to compete against total strangers and in essence steal their money
while simultaneously (hopefully) earning their respect... it's a dynamic that just
doesn't exist in North America anymore.
What is it about Japanese culture that has allowed arcades to thrive while
they've died on the vine here in the West?
Poor, poor western arcades… no one loves you anymore. I would argue that that
isn't true it's just that in comparison the culture has taken a back seat but just you
wait America... big things are happening, don't let those naysayers put you down,
arcade culture is on the rise just give it time, but I digress.
Japanese culture has a few key factors that help keep arcades alive. The first is
that their city-centers are built around trains. You don't drive to a mall in Japan,
you take a train downtown to go shopping and guess where arcades are located?
Right next to major train stations of course. Not only that, but where do you work.
Downtown. Where do your friends work? Downtown. Do I want to go home to my
small apartment by myself after a 10 - 12 hour workday? No, I want to catch up
with friends and relax. Oh, hey look, there's an arcade. Either while you're waiting
for your friend or waiting to catch the next train, you can spend some time in an
arcade and play your favorite games.
Not only that but think about some of Japans major cities the population density
is ridiculous, the amount of foot-traffic that passes these buildings in a couple of
hours is mind blowing. Arcades in Japan take note of these staggering numbers
!
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of people passing by and appeal to the masses with their inherent design. Claw
games on the ground floor to draw you in and then it gets more elaborate as you
get higher into the arcade. They are hard places to leave and that is definitely by
design.
What's your earliest arcade memory?
There was a small mall near my house that had a video rental shop, whenever
we would go there I would sneak away and hit up the arcade in the mall, I
remember more of the atmosphere itself than the actual game experiences, it
was definitely a place that seemed like a safe haven for kids like there was some
kind of barrier keeping adults away. It was dark but in a good way, you wanted
the only light source to be from the games, it just felt right.
There was definitely an appeal to these places that was made even more unique
from the fact that quarters were hard to come by, I distinctly remember hoarding
my coins until the next opportunity to visit an arcade arose.
What's been the biggest challenge in getting the film made?
There are two major challenges in this film.
1) Language. My Japanese is decent, I can watch most Japanese films without
English subtitles but that doesn't mean that my ability necessarily transfers over
to serious business conversations and my writing abilities in Japanese are not
worth discussing. Creating a film in a second language is a huge undertaking,
one that I really wish I had more help with. It has taken me literally months to
piece together interviews in a way that is both grammatically correct and that
keeps a good pace to tell the story.
2) Locations. First of all I no longer live in Japan so that presents a few glaring
issues, second you're not technically 'allowed' to film in arcades in Japan, in fact
they actively ask you not to and have signs saying it is prohibited... so that was
certainly a challenge that we had to overcome. Fortunately some kind of video
game deity found it necessary to get us in touch with Taito and they were kind
enough to grant us access to their arcades. When we returned to Japan we had
full access to their arcades and much more freedom to capture things the way we
wanted to.
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Which documentary filmmakers influence you?
The obvious choices for films that are an inspiration are King of Kong and
Chasing Ghosts. There really aren't many video game films out there and I'm
happy to be contributing to this category. A very big inspiration is IndieGame the
movie but not necessarily stylistically, more so philosophically. The creators of
that film happen to be from the same city as myself and we met and discussed
our plans and goals as we were both getting started with our individual projects.
We've stayed in contact and I’ve been able to watch them grow and succeed
through a very similar means. I'm very excited to see the response to their film
and am inspired by their success. In terms of docs that I enjoy, anything by
Werner Herzog, SENNA by Asif Kapadia and I am a fan of Exit Through the Gift
Shop as well.
What's your crowd funding experience been like?
IndieGoGo has been amazing; I knew there was a potential audience out there
for this film but how to reach it? We found huge support from the Fighting game
community and were fortunate to get press from some other large websites such
as Kotaku and LaughingSquid etc... it is an amazing experience to hear directly
from people around the world who like what you're doing and want to support the
project. We've had a massive outpouring of support and most comments are
positive so it's been great. I love interacting with fans and the Internet allows me
to do that in a very personal way and it gives me the drive to continue working on
this project until my eyes bleed.
Is there a goal beyond documenting and celebrating Japanese arcade
culture?
I'd say education is a major goal of the film; I really want to open people's eyes to
the culture that exists/existed around arcades. I aim to sate the desire of
hardcore fans to have something that documents their cultures roots but I also
really want to help spread the idea of public gaming, competitive gaming and the
fact that arcade culture has not disappeared. There is a resurgence of these
ideas and they're beginning to filter back into North America. I want to help that
idea flourish and expand and I hope that the film gives a sense of nostalgia and
excitement for the future as well.
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